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CONFIGURATION AND OPERATIONS

Keith D. Flint, Gregory P. Mathis and Tom G. Cronauer
Phillips Laboratory, Space Experiments Directorate

Edwards AFB, CA

ABSTRACT

In support of the various programs that the Phillips Laboratory's Space Experiments
Directorate is conducting for the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO), the
Range Operations Division is developing a mobile telemetry processing system as part
of the Mobile Ground Telemetry Station (MGTS) program. The MGTS program's
goals are to develop a mission-dedicated telemetry system to supplement current test
range capabilities by receiving, processing and recording multiple data streams,
sometimes exceeding 10 Mbps. The system will support airborne and suborbital
vehicles as well as customized satellite downlinks designed for spacecraft bus
State-of-Health monitoring and sensor payload observations. Autonomy and off-road
capabilities are also important factors since some of the operations envisioned require
deployment to remote field locations where no telemetry processing capabilities
currently exist to support the unique data handling requirements. The Phillips
Laboratory has completed, with support from Wyle Laboratories and Systems
Engineering and Management Company (SEMCO), a "proof-of-concept" mobile
telemetry processing system referred to as MGTS #2. Demonstration of the system
has been accomplished with the successful deployment and operational support
provided to both BMDO's Lightweight Exo-Atmospheric Projectile (LEAP)
sub-orbital missions and Miniature Sensor Technology Integration (MSTI) satellite
program. MGTS #2 has deployed and is scheduled for further deployment to various
operating sites including: White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM; Air Force Flight
Test Center (AFFTC), Edwards AFB, CA; Vandenberg AFB, CA; and NASA's
Wallops Island Flight Facility, VA. While deployed MGTS #2 processes, records and
rapidly distributes the critical mission telemetry data conforming to both IRIG and
SGLS standards. This paper will describe the evolution of the MGTS program, current
hardware configurations and the various mission scenarios that have been supported
by the MGTS team.
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INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 1990, the need for a dedicated mobile telemetry processing system
became apparent as detailed planning for upcoming Phillips Laboratory supported
missions began. The near-term telemetry requirements raised scheduling concerns
with the national range assets while also requiring evaluations of the various
capabilities and possible upgrading of equipment to satisfy program needs. The
solution was to develop a single, program dedicated system that could focus solely on
mission telemetry. The system needed to be easily relocateable and versatile enough
to support many different testing scenarios. The possibility of handling classified
equipment and sensitive data was a further burden on the program planners since the
range selection process for the various missions was not yet complete. A certified
secure system that could be directly controlled by the program office was the clear
solution. In response to these issues facing the Phillips Laboratory, the Mobile Ground
Telemetry Station (MGTS) was developed.

MGTS PROGRAM EVOLUTION

As the MGTS concept evolved in the winter of 1991, it was obvious that some
missions would require support from remote sites. The surplus Air Force Ground
Launched Cruise Missile (GLCM) Launch Control Center (LCC) trailers and
accompanying eight-wheel drive tractors were chosen to meet the requirement. Since
the now deactivated GLCM tractors and LCC trailers were designed for harsh field
operations and were available free to the program as Government Furnished
Equipment (GFE), two of the major issues facing the MGTS program were solved,
namely cost and durability/reliability. During the life of the GLCM program, the
tractor/trailer combinations were deployed throughout the European Theater and
proved to be a ruggedized and reliable all terrain system. The external dimensions of
the LCC trailer which houses the MGTS unique equipment and operating stations for
up to three people are 36 feet long by 8 feet wide by 12 feet high (see Figure 1). The
LCC trailers were also designed to meet TEMPEST and COMSEC requirements
which allowed greater flexibility for mission support when sensitive equipment or
telemetry data was to be handled. Negotiations for obtaining the GLCM assets
resulted in the Phillips Laboratory obtaining ten (10) tractors, six (6) LCC trailers and
personnel training and certification in operation and maintenance of the associated
systems.



Figure 1. MGTS System Exterior View

The first activities to be
accomplished on the trailers was
the conversion of the 400 Hz
electrical systems to standard
110/208 VAC, 3 phase, 60 Hz and
the upgrade of the Environmental
Control Units to accommodate
the higher heat loading expected
from the MGTS equipment. With
these modifications complete on
one of the trailers, hardware
layout plans were developed to
maximize the use of the limited
space available in the racks.
Internal modifications began on the trailer that would become the "prototype" system,
referred to as MGTS # 1. Existing Phillips Lab inhouse telemetry components as well
as some loaners from other programs were integrated into MGTS # 1 for support of
the first Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) LEAP mission at White
Sands Missile Range, NM.

Siting for MGTS support of the LEAP-1 mission was established and a downrange
remote location along the flight path of the Aries booster was chosen. With no range
antenna assets available at this location, the team improvised and resurrected an old
AFFTC, Edwards AFB program track antenna pedestal from the bone yard, attached a
10-foot dish and mounted it on a trailer, thus creating the first of the MGTS mobile
antennas. The MGTS utility was further tested when range facility power wasn't
guaranteed during the entire mission deployment and a generator capable of running
the whole set-up was required. Again constrained by cost limitations as well as
schedule, an existing government 25 KVA generator was obtained and integrated into
the power distribution system to allow MGTS #1 to be self-sufficient. The processing
systems were checked out prior to deployment by running mission test data tapes to
verify the inter-connections and accuracies of the data scaling factors. The antenna
programming and capabilities were qualified during tracking engagements of targets
of opportunity which included satellite fly-bys.

With all functions checked out as 1990 came to a close, the MGTS # 1 prototype
system was deployed to WSMR, NM and its first true road test. As a prototype
system, the MGTS program objectives for the LEAP-1 mission were to validate the
concept and evaluate deployment feasibility to remote locations by means of the
former GLCM assets. WSMR, with its numerous telemetry receiving and range safety
sites along with the LEAP contractors, had the mission data processing



responsibilities covered. MGTS would be an alternate backup source of mission data
if problems were to occur at the existing sites. Upon MGTS # 1 arrival at the
operating location, the unpacking and setup efforts began. It immediately became
apparent that advanced preparation was paying off as the facility power circuit
breakers tripped under the load of the MGTS equipment and the generator was utilized
to keep the systems functioning, The facility power problem was resolved and the
MGTS # 1 system was thoroughly checked out and ready to support the launch. In the
early morning hours of February 18, 1992, LEAP-1 mission was launched and MGTS
team completed its first field operational test. Because the Aries booster followed a
slightily off nominal trajectory compared to what was loaded into the program track
antenna, the system received intermittent lock on the telemetry streams as the events
progressed. In spite of this, data was received and processed and valuable lessons
were learned during the operation including the utility and operational concept of a
MGTS.

A few months later, MGTS #1 was again deployed to WSMR to support the LEAP-2
mission. Because of the nature of the trajectories involved in the LEAP missions, the
program track antenna was not utilized for this effort. Instead, MGTS # 1 was located
at one of the range telemetry sites where an existing 10-foot autotrack antenna
provided the mission telemetry, In this capacity MGTS successfully provided backup
processing and recording capabilities for the mission. With this success and an
increase in MGTS program requirements, efforts began to design and develop a more
capable and robust system with its own autotrack antenna: MGTS #2.

THE MGTS #2 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The Phillips Laboratory's increased involvement in support of Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization's technology programs significantly increased the requirements
of the MGTS programs. Increased requirements included the need to:

(1) Ensure autonomy for extended periods of time at any operating location
(2) Accommodate both IRIG and SGLS standards
(3) Provide quick turn around processing and distribution of engineering data
(4) Provide realtime processing and enhancement of mission payload imagery
(5) Provide realtime data relay to remote support organizations
(6) Generate MSTI satellite commands and uplink for payload tasking

To meet these increased requirements, a formal contract was established and an
ambitious program was underway to develop MGTS #2. The resulting designs and
equipment configurations are detailed in the following paragraphs. See Figure 2 for



the specific trailer interior equipment layout of the twelve shock mounted 19-inch
racks, the roll-around test rack, the operators' work stations and storage areas.

Figure 2. MGTS #2 Interior LayoutAntenna System

The lessons learned from the first two LEAP missions clearly indicated an easily
transportable, autotracking antenna was a firm requirement. To meet the need, a
customized parabolic 10 foot autotrack antenna and trailer were designed and
integrated. For transportation the antenna can be stowed with the feed pointed slightly
down and to the rear of the trailer and the reflector's two detachable wings removed.
The pedestal is an elevation-over-azimuth design which automatically tracks at
angular velocities from 0 to 40 degrees/sec and at angular accelerations and
decelerations from 0 to 30 degrees/sec/sec, while maintaining an RF pointing axis
accuracy of ± 0.15 degrees within the electrical pointing axis. This level of dynamic
antenna performance makes MGTS useful on a wide variety of missions including
satellite tracking, suborbital launches, aircraft flight testing and missile testing.

Presently, the antenna has a field-replaceable, prime focus conical scanning
autotracking feed that receives in both the L and S bands. An optional 250 Watt,
L-band transmit/S-band receive feed can also be used for missions requiring satellite
command uplinking, An RF housing contains band pass filters and low noise
amplifiers for both right and left hand circular polarizations operating in two
frequency ranges, 1750-1850 MHZ and 2200-2400 MHz. The overall system
performance number for the antenna are: a G/T of 6.0 dB/K and a gain of 30.5 dB in
the 1750-1850 MHz range and a G/T of 7.5 dB/K and a gain of 32 dB in the
2200-2400 MHz range. The 3 dB beamwidths of the antenna's far-field principle plane
patterns are 4.1 degrees at 1775 MHz, 3.2 degrees at 2250 MHz, and 3.0 degrees at
2350 MHz.



The antenna controller, located inside MGTS #2, is a microprocessor-based,
rack-mounted chassis providing signal processing, operator functions and a system
status display. In the autotrack mode, the controller receives data from the AGC and
AM outputs of one of several available receivers. The antenna system can operate in
many other modes including standby, manual, designate, slave, rate memory, position
memory, sector/raster scan and program track.

Signal Processing
The downlink telemetry signals are split by a dual 1X6 multicoupler and sent to the
RF patch panel. The signals are then distributed to a variety of narrowband and
wideband telemetry receivers. Depending on the specific mission, MGTS #2 can be
configured with up to six receivers, including the dedicated SGLS receiver. Signal
gains can be further increased with the diversity combiner. To accommodate the
SGLS format, a subcarrier demodulator recovers the baseband telemetry data from the
subcarrier. PCM data is then sent to the bit synchronizers for data reconstruction and
clock generation. MGTS #2 presently has three bit synchronizers, including a 35
Mbps model.

Data Recording
Two 28-track wideband tape recorders provide recording of analog and digital data.
The recorders are currently configured with direct record and digital data
record/reproduce modules. The recorders use the standard 1-inch magnetic tape on a
15 inch reel. A formatting unit enables recording of high speed data (up to 35 Mbps)
by spreading the data over multiple tracks of the recorder. A 6-channel FM
multiplexer/demultiplexer is available to record multiple low frequency signals on a
single wideband track. The mux/demux is typically configured to record mission
timing, voice communications and receiver AGC. MGTS #2 also has a magnetic tape
degausser to erase and recycle tapes.

Analog video signals are recorded on two Super VHS video recorders with edit
capabilities, enabling mission video to be analyzed frame by frame which is essential
to BMDO programs currently supported. The two audio tracks are typically used to
record mission timing and voice. The audio tracks also provide a convenient way to
record low speed PCM data and avoid the costly and cumbersome 1 inch magnetic
tapes. A 16-channel strip chart recorder is used to graphically record receiver AGC's
and analog outputs from the telemetry decommutator.

Video Processing
Two high resolution 19-inch color monitors display analog video or digital video
which has been converted to analog. The monitors can also be used to display the
view from the antenna's boresight camera. A video time inserter displays mission time



on the monitor. A video processor digitally removes random noise and enhances the
video signal in either realtime or during post-mission processing and a video printer
provides hard copies of the images displayed.

Mission Timing
A GPS receiver and IRIG-B time code generator provide mission timing for the video
time inserter, magnetic tape recorders, video recorders, telemetry decommutator and
strip chart recorder. The GPS receiver also determines the exact MGTS #2 location,
which is necessary for precise antenna pointing during satellite tracking missions.

Data Decommutation and Processing
With a workstation based decommutator, MGTS #2 is capable of simultaneously
decommutating three PCM data streams. Two channels can accommodate data rates
up to 10 Mpbs and a third is capable of up to 20 Mbps. Multiple parallel processors in
the decommutator allow a wide variety of data manipulation. Almost all standard
binary formats and data processing algorithms are supported with the default software
from the manufacturer. Due to the unique telemetry formats MGTS supports, many
custom algorithms have been written to satisfy the program requirements. Using
simple menu driven operations, processed data can be displayed in the form of graphs,
bar charts, panel meters, strip charts and digital displays. Range limits can be
programmed which notify the operators of "out-of-limits" conditions through realtime
color changes on the screen.

MGTS #2 has an Ethernet network which links two workstations with the
decommutator, enabling two operators to monitor the data and control the
decommutator at the same time. Also on the Ethernet is a 386 PC which is used for
post-mission data reduction. A customized data gather program stores selected
telemetry data in a text file on a workstation's 1.2 Gb hard drive. The PC then reads
data files from the workstation's hard drive as drive D and using standard spreadsheet
programs such as Excel, customized data plots are produced on a color plotter, laser
printer or dot matrix printer. The workstations accommodate multiple data storage
formats including a CD-ROM drive, a 150-Mb tape drive and the standard 3.5-inch
high density disk drive.

Uplink Commanding
The telemetry processor outlined above also provides command generation support for
satellites equipped with SGLS transponders. The telemetry processor generates and
transmits SGLS commands as well as processing SGLS telemetry data. Since
encryption of the uplink and downlink data is normally required, the system also
provides the necessary cryptographical hardware interfaces to process the telemetry
data. The baseband commands are then modulated onto the carrier and a TWT



amplifier increases the signal power up to 250 Watts. SGLS command verification is
accomplished by comparing commands sent to the satellite with telemetry information
received back from the satellite via the telemetry downlink. SGLS command
validation is then provided by demodulating the FSK/AM modulated uplink command
and comparing it to the intended transmitted command.

External Communications and Data Relay
Communications and data transfer between MGTS #2 and external agencies is
accomplished through various means including an INMARSAT terminal. Satellite
commanding relay by MGTS can be done with the time division multiplexer that can
combine three isochronous data streams into a single data stream for transmission.
The INMARSAT terminal also provides duplex voice and mission data
communication. Since INMARSAT satellites provide nearly global coverage, MGTS
#2 can be deployed to the most remote locations and still maintain reliable
communications. A secure STU III phone/fax system provides voice and data
transmission capabilities to the outside world.

Test Equipment
MGTS #2 has an extensive suite of test equipment, providing for complete
pre-mission checkouts, signal loop testing (including the antenna), mission simulation
and fault isolation. Some of the test equipment is mounted in a special roll-around
rack that can access any of the equipment and can be secured during trailer transport.
Other test equipment is mounted in the fixed racks and can be accessed through a
customized patch panel (see next section). This suite of test equipment includes a
digital oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer, telemetry signal simulator, function generator,
power meter, digital multimeter, PCM link analyzer, digital counter, video test pattern
generator, video waveform monitor, wideband level meter, noise source generator and
a microwave hazard meter.

Patch Panel Assembly
Multiple patch panel assemblies provide the interconnection scheme which allows
virtually any signal to be routed to any other piece of equipment as required. The
configuration is designed to maximize flexibility and allow for quick and easy system
reconfiguration. Durable and reliable connectors are utilized to take the repeated
assembly/disassembly and harsh environments of over-the-road travel and not degrade
or vibrate loose.

COMSEC Equipment
MGTS #2 is certified to store and handle data up to the secret level. A separate rack
holds any mission sensitive equipment and satisfies all TEMPEST requirements for
red/black signal isolation.



For more detailed information regarding the MGTS #2 equipment suite and
configuration see reference 1.

MGTS #2 MISSION SUPPORT OPERATIONS

The MGTS #2 hardware began coming together just as the Phillips Laboratory's
Miniature Sensor Technology Integration (MSTI) program began final integration and
test activities for the first satellite, MSTI-1. The upcoming launch was the ideal
proving ground of the new system. Due to the long lead time for the dedicated
antenna, MGTS #2 was located at a nearby AFFTC, Edwards AFB tracking site to
utilize its 15-foot autotrack antenna. The objectives of the mission, with MGTS #2 in
an "interim" (approximate 75% complete) configuration, were the following:

(1) Receive and record the satellite's SGLS state-of-health and FM payload video
downlinks
(2) Provide local realtime processing and display of the above mentioned links
(3) Provide backup for the engineering and imagery data that was being collected
by the Air Force Satellite Control Network's (AFSCN) Consolidated Space Test
Center (CSTC) in Sunnyvale, CA

As the final preparations for launch of the MSTI-l spacecraft at Vandenberg AFB, CA
commenced, MGTS #2 was integrating into its temporary location at the Edwards
AFB site. Since this site's primary mission support scenarios involved tracking aircraft
for the Flight Test Center, the team rehearsed the antenna positioning, tracking and
acquisition of satellites of opportunity to ensure the sequence was well practiced and
successful. Following a number of such Combined Systems Tests (CSTs), the stage
was set for the launch. On Saturday November 21, 1992, MSTI-l was launched on a
NASA SCOUT rocket and began its planned 6-day mission. Due to the characteristics
of the satellite's desired orbit, all passes that fell within viewing range of the MGTS
#2 setup were early morning and evening events. Because of this, early checkouts of
the MSTI-1 spacecraft were accomplished outside MGTS range and the first contact
MGTS had was during a MSTI payload observation of a solid rocket motor firing at
the Phillips Laboratory.

Just as planned and predicted by the MGTS MSTI-1 satellite tracking software
program, the range antenna acquired the telemetry as the satellite came over the
horizon. During the approximately 10 minute pass, the MGTS team received and
processed the downlinks and verified satellite health and imagery with the engineers
viewing similar data relayed from a Vandenberg tracking station to the MSTI Mission
Operations Center at CSTC. The MGTS team continued support operations through
MSTI- l's fourth day on orbit when it was determined that all objectives had been met



and no further MGTS observations were required (see reference 2 for further details
on MGTS support to MSTI-1). The MSTI-1 spacecraft continued operations far
beyond its planned 6-day mission (contacts ceased in April 1993) accumulating vast
amounts of infra-red payload imagery data while also characterizing the design
configuration for the follow-on MSTI missions. For more information on the MSTI
program see reference 3.

CONCLUSION

In a relatively short period of time (less than three years) the MGTS program has
evolved from a mere concept for handling stringent mission telemetry requirements, to
the low cost/minimal effort prototype MGTS # 1 and finally culminated in the
development and deployment of the fully capable MGTS #2 system. Extensive trouble
shooting and mission checkouts have been supported by the team as well as four full
scale deployments in support of the LEAP and MSTI programs. The MGTS system
has proven its feasibility and reliable during these activities and saved program funds
by providing a flexible, multisupport system that can travel as needed to various
support locations. With the increasing requirements currently being discussed by the
LEAP and MSTI program offices, the MGTS team will inevitably be requested to
perform beyond the original concept expectations and will be able to respond
accordingly due to the manner in which the system was engineered and developed.
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